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Gaultier asked a famous question: "What is masculinity and what is feminization? 

Why shouldn't men show their vulnerability and sensitivity, and women shouldn't 

show their own intelligence and strength?"

This is a fashion series about gender fluidity, the designer hopes to finds a balance

between the hard characteristics of masculinity and the soft characteristics of 

femininity,combining the two and displaying them in clothing.Her design allows 

people in the current society who are afraid to express their true selves to express people in the current society who are afraid to express their true selves to express 

their bravery in the public with more confidence through dressing. This designer

 hope she can break through the public’s traditional solidified thinking about 

gender, through rejecting gender labels, and moving towards a wardrobe of 

gender freedom. 



ELizabeth I Portrait



King Henry VIII, 1491-1547

By Hans Holbein, the younger,1497-1543

Collected From Tumblr.com

Collected From Tumblr.com

Desigh by Jean Peal Gaultier



Drag Queen : Scotty Sussman and  Harry Charlesworth



Matty Bovan and his design



Edward Crutchley Men & Women SS 2018 London 











































































look 1 look 1



gathering to make 

armhole 3D

sleeve too backward

Minus excess

unsuited arm

need a dart to make 

sleeve forward



dart

move this part to another side

take out 
this part

Make the 
dart higer



Hand sewing

measure the neck length

Fix it



Turnip Pants



Front Back



Second pattern

First patterm

Front Back

dart

Remove this dart in pattern

Firt tolie
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Base manswear shirt pattern

Transform shirt

bulge here

shirt collar

leg-of-mutton sleeve

second pattern,

move the seam to the sleeve side



Turn the shirt upside
down and wear it
the other way



The original shirt has a bulge

on the back, whenwear the 

clothes in reverse,

the bulge reached the front,

more three-dimensional

seam moved to side of sleeve

no armhole here



Transform shirt

Put the sleeves in the 
right direction

Reverse the pattern of the second 

edition and change the direction of

the neckline

shirt collar

bulge here

sleeves being squeezed



The third edition was tested





remove 2cm

front 1 front 2

back 1back 2



8cm lower

too tie 

4cm widenth

front 2

back 2

remove this darts from patterm



ruff collar layer 

toward front



close it to be a shirt placket
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Back front







york line

sideback

gather it

Shirt cuff

but this one is too tie

add 3cm

sleeve



shirt bottom

pocket



pocket
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Menswear basic Trench coat 



A basic trench coat was tested 
on mannequin



Trench coat by Burberry 









shoulder loop

windshield
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\
Yohji Yamamoto menswear coat



The adhesive coat of 
Stockmann’s own collection,
Conte di Roma, selection

Non-adhesive coat of the 
American Oxxfordin the 
renowned factory

Photo by Derek Guy, Putthison.com

Half-Canvased

Photo by Chappell, Sartorial Iournal.com

Photo by Ezrapaul.com
























